EAGLE editorial board, which includes Lafayet County, but in a controlled manner. We all want growth in Oxford and condo/townhomes development. The Board of Aldermen. The 13 acres owned on South 18th Street Extended was development. beds before 2016, which plays a role in that most of this land is already private-family zoned land. Developers argue 405 acres of undeveloped RC or Multi-family or that more multi-family units are planning commission that Oxford has capacity has been reached on what both construction on Belk Boulevard that ends developments. Many citizens who live along Old River Road have complained many times about trespassers to the old fire tower near Ridge. The Domain, a project that was approved earlier on Old Taylor Road, will build 215 units that would be called The "Our View" is an unsigned editorial rep-
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Greenwood  Commonwealth on “Gay marriage”

The report argues that Lynchings - African American was a form of domestic terrorism that was used to enforce racial segraga-
tion and suppression. The study examines that Lynchings that took place in Mississippi and other Southern States. Lynchings are important in America: Confronting the election for all Americans, and us to contemplate, we need to move toward a brighter future. That thelynching has been used to enforce racial subordi-

The Oxford Eagle published an editorial that appeared in The Jackson, Mississippi Clarion-Ledger on Monday morning. The editorial discusses the issue of racial injustice and the need to address it. The Oxford Eagle notes that Oxford has a history of racial tension, and that this tension has been exacerbated by recent developments, such as the rezoning request. The editorial argues that Oxford needs to prioritize the well-being of all its citizens, regardless of race, and that this means addressing the root causes of racial tension.
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